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(57) ABSTRACT 

A technique for improving location accuracy based on a priori 
geographical location density information is disclosed. In 
accordance with the illustrative embodiment, geographical 
location density information is derived from historical wire 
less location data such as the locations of prior E911 emer 
gency calls, Location Based Services (LBS) sessions, con 
ventional Voice calls, packet data sessions, vehicle routes, and 
So forth. The geographical location density information is 
represented by a probability distribution function, and is 
incorporated into an existing location technique. Advanta 
geously, the technique of the present invention can be 
employed in conjunction with any existing location technol 
ogy; moreover, the historical location data can be obtained via 
any technology, and from any wireless network, including 
those that are different than that of the future location esti 
mates. 
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USING A PROR GEOGRAPHICAL 
LOCATION DENSITY INFORMATION TO 

IMPROVE LOCATION ACCURACY 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi 
sional Application Ser. No. 61/074,232, filed Jun. 20, 2008, 
entitled “Use of Historical Geographical Traffic Density 
Information To Improve Wireless Location System Accu 
racy.” (Attorney Docket: 465-059us), and is a continuation 
in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 1 1/419,640, filed 
22 May 2006 (now pending), entitled “Estimating the Loca 
tion of a Wireless Terminal Based on Assisted GPS and Pat 
tern Matching” (Attorney Docket: 465-035us), which is 
incorporated by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to telecommunica 
tions in general, and, more particularly, to a technique for 
estimating the location of a wireless terminal and using the 
estimate of the location in a location-based application. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 FIG. 1 depicts a diagram of the salient components 
of wireless telecommunications system 100 in accordance 
with the prior art. Wireless telecommunications system 100 
comprises: wireless terminal 101, base stations 102-1, 102-2, 
and 102-3, wireless switching center 111, assistance server 
112, location client 113, and Global Positioning System 
(“GPS) constellation 121. Wireless telecommunications 
system 100 provides wireless telecommunications service to 
all of geographic region 120, in well-known fashion. 
0004. The salient advantage of wireless telecommunica 
tions over wireline telecommunications is the mobility that is 
afforded to the users. On the other hand, the salient disadvan 
tage of wireless telecommunications lies in that fact that 
because the user is mobile, an interested party might not be 
able to readily ascertain the location of the user. 
0005 Such interested parties might include both the user 
of the wireless terminal and remote parties. There are a vari 
ety of reasons why the user of a wireless terminal might be 
interested in knowing his or her location. For example, the 
user might be interested in telling a remote party where he or 
she is or might seek advice in navigation. 
0006. In addition, there are a variety of reasons why a 
remote party might be interested in knowing the location of 
the user. For example, the recipient of an E 9-1-1 emergency 
call from a wireless terminal might be interested in knowing 
the location of the wireless terminal so that emergency Ser 
vices vehicles can be dispatched to that location. 
0007. There are many techniques in the prior art for esti 
mating the location of a wireless terminal. 
0008. In accordance with one technique, the location of a 
wireless terminal is estimated to be at the center of the cell or 
centroid of the sector in which the wireless terminal is 
located. This technique is advantageous in that it does not 
require that additional hardware be added to the wireless 
terminal or to the wireless telecommunications system, and, 
therefore, the first technique can be inexpensively imple 
mented in legacy systems. The first technique is only accurate 
(in present cellular systems), however, to within a few kilo 
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meters, and, therefore, it is generally not acceptable for appli 
cations (e.g., emergency services dispatch, etc.) that require 
higher accuracy. 
0009. In accordance with a second technique, the location 
of a wireless terminal is estimated by triangulating the angle 
of arrival or multilaterating the time of arrival of the signals 
transmitted by the wireless terminal. This technique can 
achieve accuracy to within a few hundreds of meters and is 
advantageous in that it can be used with legacy wireless 
terminals. The disadvantage of this second technique, how 
ever, is that it generally requires that hardware be added to the 
telecommunication system's base stations, which can be pro 
hibitively expensive. 
0010. In accordance with a third technique, the location of 
a wireless terminal is estimated by a radio navigation unit, 
such as, for example, a Global Positioning System (GPS) 
receiver, that is incorporated into the wireless terminal. This 
technique is typically accurate to within tens of meters but is 
disadvantageous in that it does not work consistently well 
indoors, in heavily wooded forests, or in urban canyons. 
Furthermore, the accuracy of this third technique can be 
severely degraded by multipath reflections. 
0011. Therefore, the need exists for a technique for esti 
mating the location of a wireless terminal with higher reso 
lution than the first technique and without some of the costs 
and disadvantages of the second and third techniques. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0012. The present invention uses a priori geographical 
location density information to improve the accuracy of 
future location estimates. In accordance with the illustrative 
embodiment, geographical location density information is 
derived from historical wireless location data such as the 
locations of prior E911 emergency calls, Location Based 
Services (LBS) sessions, conventional Voice calls, packet 
data sessions, vehicle routes, and so forth. The historical data 
might be collected by one or more elements within a wireless 
network (e.g., Mobile Location Centers MLCs. Serving 
Mobile Location Centers SMLCs. Gateway Mobile Loca 
tion Centers GMLCs. Position Determination Entities 
PDEs, Secure User Plane Location (SUPL) servers, etc.), or 
might be obtained from another source (e.g., Mobile Switch 
ing Center MSC statistics, Call Detail Records CDRs), 
Call Detail Logs (CDLS), etc.). 
0013. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, the 
geographical location density information is represented by a 
probability distribution function, and is incorporated into an 
existing location technique to improve its location accuracy. 
Advantageously, the technique of the present invention can be 
employed in conjunction with any existing location technol 
ogy, and not just that of the illustrative embodiment. 
0014 Further advantageously, the historical location data 
can be obtained via any technology, and from any wireless 
network, including those that are different than that of the 
future location estimates. In addition to providing additional 
flexibility, this feature can be especially effective for improv 
ing the accuracy of location estimates. For example, in 
sparse-cell density areas such as rural environments where 
network-based location technologies are typically inferior to 
handset-based technologies such as GPS, historical location 
data obtained via handset-based technologies could be used 
to improve the accuracy of network-based location systems. 
Alternatively, in high-cell density urban and urban indoor 
areas where network-based technologies often perform better 
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than handset-based technologies due to satellite signal 
obstructions, historical location data obtained via network 
based location technologies could be used to improve the 
accuracy of handset-based technologies. 
0015 The illustrative embodiment comprises: estimating 
the location of a first wireless terminal at time t based on a 
location of a second wireless terminal at a time prior to time 
t. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0016 FIG. 1 depicts a map of a portion of a wireless 
telecommunications system in the prior art. 
0017 FIG. 2 depicts a diagram of the salient components 
of wireless telecommunications system 200 in accordance 
with the illustrative embodiment of the present invention. 
0018 FIG. 3 depicts a block diagram of the salient com 
ponents of location server 214, as shown in FIG. 2, in accor 
dance with the illustrative embodiment. 
0019 FIG. 4 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in accordance with the illustrative embodiment of 
the present invention. 
0020 FIG. 5 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in accordance with process 401 of FIG. 4: building 
Location-Trait Database 313. 
0021 FIGS. 6a through 6k depict geographic regions and 
their deconstruction into a plurality of locations. 
0022 FIG. 6L depicts an alternative partitioning of geo 
graphic region 220 into 64 square locations. 
0023 FIG. 6m depicts a graphical representation of an 
adjacency graph of geographic region 220 as partitioned in 
FIGS. 6c through 6e. 
0024 FIG. 6n depicts a graphical representation of an 
adjacency graph of the highway intersection partitioned in 
FIGS. 6h through 6k. 
0025 FIG. 7 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed as part of process 402 of FIG. 4: populating Trait 
Correction Database 313. 
0026 FIGS. 8a through 8c depict illustrative distortion 
and correction curves. 
0027 FIG. 9 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in process 403 (of FIG. 4): maintaining Location 
Trait Database 313. 
0028 FIG. 10 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in process 701 of FIG.7: estimating the location of 
wireless terminal 201. 
0029 FIG.11a depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in process 901 of FIG. 9: generating the probabil 
ity distribution for the location of wireless terminal 201 based 
on the traits of one or more signals received by, or transmitted 
to, wireless terminal 201 at instants H through H. 
0030 FIG.11b depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in accordance with process 1104 of FIG. 11a. 
search area reduction. 
0031 FIG.11c depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in accordance with process 1105: generating the 
probability distribution for that wireless terminal 201 at each 
of instants H through H. 
0032 FIG. 12 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in process 902 of FIG. 9: generating the probabil 
ity distribution for the location of wireless terminal 201 based 
on GPS-derived information (i.e., information from GPS con 
stellation 221). 
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0033 FIG. 13 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in process 903 of FIG. 9: combining non-GPS 
based and GPS-based probability distributions for the loca 
tion of wireless terminal 201. 
0034 FIG. 14 depicts a first example of combining non 
GPS-based instants H through H and GPS-based instants 
G through G2 into composite instants J through J. 
0035 FIG. 15 depicts a second example of combining 
non-GPS-based instants H through H and GPS-based 
instants G through G2 into composite instants J through J. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0036. For the purposes of this specification, the following 
terms and their inflected forms are defined as follows: 
0037. The term “location' is defined as a one-dimensional 
point, a two-dimensional area, or a three-dimensional Vol 
le. 

0038. The term “staying probability” is defined as an esti 
mate of the probability P(b. T. N.W.) that wireless termi 
nal W in location b at calendrical time Twill still be in 
location b at time T+At, given environmental conditions, 
N. 

0039. The term “moving probability” is defined as an esti 
mate of the probability P(b. T. N. W. c) that wireless 
terminal W in location bat calendrical time Twill be in 
adjacent location cat time T+At, given environmental con 
ditions, N. 

0040. The term “environmental conditions N’ are defined 
to include one or more physical aspects of the environment, 
and includes, but is not limited to, the weather, the astro 
nomical conditions, atmospheric conditions, the quantity 
and density of radio traffic, the quantity and density of 
vehicular traffic, road and sidewalk construction, etc. 

0041. The term “calendrical time T is defined as the time 
as denominated in one or more measures (e.g., seconds, 
minutes, hours, time of day, day, day of week, month, 
month of year, year, etc.). 

0042. Overview 
0043 FIG. 2 depicts a diagram of the salient components 
of wireless telecommunications system 200 in accordance 
with the illustrative embodiment of the present invention. 
Wireless telecommunications system 200 comprises: wire 
less terminal 201, base stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3, 
wireless Switching center 211, assistance server 212, location 
client 213, location server 214, and GPS constellation 221, 
which are interrelated as shown. The illustrative embodiment 
provides wireless telecommunications service to all of geo 
graphic region 220, in well-known fashion, estimates the 
location of wireless terminal 201 within geographic region 
220, and uses that estimate in a location-based application. 
0044. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, 
wireless telecommunications service is provided to wireless 
terminal 201 in accordance with the Universal Mobile Tele 
communications System, which is commonly known as 
“UMTS” After reading this disclosure, however, it will be 
clear to those skilled in theart how to make and use alternative 
embodiments of the present invention that operate in accor 
dance with one or more other air-interface standards (e.g., 
Global System Mobile “GSM, CDMA-2000, IS-136 
TDMA, IS-95 CDMA 3G Wideband CDMA, IEEE 802.11 
WiFi, 802.16 WiMax, Bluetooth, etc.) in one or more fre 
quency bands. 
0045 Wireless terminal 201 comprises the hardware and 
software necessary to be UMTS-compliant and to perform 
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the processes described below and in the accompanying fig 
ures. For example and without limitation, wireless terminal 
201 is capable of: 
0046 i. measuring one or more traits of one of more elec 
tromagnetic signals and of reporting the measurements to 
location server 214, and 

0047 ii. transmitting one or more signals and of reporting 
the transmission parameters of the signals to location 
server 214, and 

0048 iii. receiving GPS assistance data from assistance 
server 212 to assist it in acquiring and processing GPS 
ranging signals. 

Wireless terminal 201 is mobile and can be at any location 
within geographic region 220. Although wireless telecommu 
nications system 200 comprises only one wireless terminal, it 
will be clear to those skilled in the art, after reading this 
disclosure, how to make and use alternative embodiments of 
the present invention that comprise any number of wireless 
terminals. 

0049 Base stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3 communicate 
with wireless switching center 211 and with wireless terminal 
201 via radio in well-known fashion. As is well known to 
those skilled in the art, base stations are also commonly 
referred to by a variety of alternative names such as access 
points, nodes, network interfaces, etc. Although the illustra 
tive embodiment comprises three base stations, it will be clear 
to those skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to 
make and use alternative embodiments of the present inven 
tion that comprise any number of base stations. 
0050. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment of 
the present invention, base stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3 
are terrestrial, immobile, and within geographic region 220. It 
will be clear to those skilled in the art, after reading this 
disclosure, how to make and use alternative embodiments of 
the present invention in which some or all of the base stations 
are airborne, marine-based, or space-based, regardless of 
whether or not they are moving relative to the Earth's surface, 
and regardless of whether or not they are within geographic 
region 220. 
0051 Wireless switching center 211 comprises a switch 
that orchestrates the provisioning of telecommunications Ser 
vice to wireless terminal 201 and the flow of information to 
and from location server 214, as described below and in the 
accompanying figures. As is well known to those skilled in the 
art, wireless Switching centers are also commonly referred to 
by other names Such as mobile Switching centers, mobile 
telephone Switching offices, routers, etc. 
0052 Although the illustrative embodiment comprises 
one wireless switching center, it will be clear to those skilled 
in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to make and use 
alternative embodiments of the present invention that com 
prise any number of wireless Switching centers. For example, 
when a wireless terminal can interact with two or more wire 
less Switching centers, the wireless Switching centers can 
exchange and share information that is useful in estimating 
the location of the wireless terminal. For example, the wire 
less Switching centers can use the IS-41 protocol messages 
HandoffMeasurementRequest and Handoff MeasurementRe 
quest2 to elicit signal-strength measurements from one 
another. The use of two or more wireless Switching centers is 
particularly common when the geographic area serviced by 
the wireless Switching center is Small (e.g., local area net 
works, etc.) or when multiple wireless Switching centers 
SW 8 COO aa. 
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0053. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, all 
of the base stations servicing wireless terminal 201 are asso 
ciated with wireless switching center 211. It will be clear to 
those skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to 
make and use alternative embodiments of the present inven 
tion in which any number of base stations are associated with 
any number of wireless Switching centers. 
0054 Assistance server 212 comprises hardware and soft 
ware that is capable of performing the processes described 
below and in the accompanying figures. In general, assistance 
server 212 generates GPS assistance data for wireless termi 
nal 201 to aid wireless terminal 201 in acquiring and process 
ing GPS ranging signals from GPS constellation 221. In 
accordance with the illustrative embodiment, assistance 
server 212 is a separate physical entity from location server 
214; however, it will be clear to those skilled in the art, after 
reading this disclosure, how to make and use alternative 
embodiments of the present invention in which assistance 
server 212 and location server 214 share hardware, software, 
or both. 
0055 Location client 213 comprises hardware and soft 
ware that use the estimate of the location of wireless terminal 
201 provided by location server 214 in a location-based 
application, as described below and in the accompanying 
figures. 
0056 Location server 214 comprises hardware and soft 
ware that generate one or more estimates of the location of 
wireless terminal 201 as described below and in the accom 
panying figures. It will be clear to those skilled in the art, after 
reading this disclosure, how to make and use location server 
214. Furthermore, although location server 214 is depicted in 
FIG. 2 as physically distinct from wireless switching center 
211, it will be clear to those skilled in the art, after reading this 
disclosure, how to make and use alternative embodiments of 
the present invention in which location server 214 is wholly or 
partially integrated with wireless switching center 211. 
0057. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, 
location server 214 communicates with wireless Switching 
center 211, assistance server 212, and location client 213 via 
a local area network; however it will be clear to those skilled 
in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to make and use 
alternative embodiments of the present invention in which 
location server 214 communicates with one or more of these 
entities via a different network such as, for example, the 
Internet, the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), 
etc 

0058. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, 
wireless Switching center 211, assistance server 212, location 
client 213, and location server 214 are outside of geographic 
region 220. It will be clear to those skilled in the art, after 
reading this disclosure, how to make and use alternative 
embodiments of the present invention in which some or all of 
wireless Switching center 211, assistance server 212, location 
client 213, and location server 214 are instead within geo 
graphic region 220. 
0059 Location Server 214 
0060 FIG. 3 depicts a block diagram of the salient com 
ponents of location server 214 in accordance with the illus 
trative embodiment. Location server 214 comprises: proces 
sor 301, memory 302, and local-area network transceiver 303, 
which are interconnected as shown. 
0061 Processor 301 is a general-purpose processor that is 
capable of executing operating system 311 and application 
Software 312, and of populating, amending, using, and man 
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aging Location-Trait Database 313 and Trait-Correction 
Database 314, as described in detail below and in the accom 
panying figures. It will be clear to those skilled in the art how 
to make and use processor 301. 
0062 Memory 302 is a non-volatile memory that stores: 
0063 i. operating system 311, and 
0064 ii. application software 312, and 
0065 iii. Location-Trait Database 313, and 
0066 iv. Trait-Correction Database 314. 

It will be clear to those skilled in the art how to make and use 
memory 302. 
0067. Transceiver 303 enables location server 214 to 
transmit and receive information to and from wireless Switch 
ing center 211, assistance server 212, and location client 213. 
In addition, transceiver 303 enables location server 214 to 
transmit information to and receive information from wire 
less terminal 201 and base stations 202-1 through 202-3 via 
wireless switching center 211. It will be clear to those skilled 
in the art how to make and use transceiver 303. 
0068. Operation of the Illustrative Embodiment 
0069 FIG. 4 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in accordance with the illustrative embodiment of 
the present invention. 
0070. In accordance with process 401, Location-Trait 
Database 313 is built. For the purposes of this specification, 
the “Location-Trait Database' is defined as a database that 
maps each of a plurality of locations to one or more expected 
traits associated with a wireless terminal at that location. The 
details of building Location-Trait Database 313 are described 
below and in the accompanying figures. 
0071. In accordance with process 402, Trait-Correction 
Database 314 is built. For the purposes of this specification, 
the “Trait-Correction Database' is defined as a database that 
indicates how the measurement of traits can be adjusted to 
compensate for systemic measurement errors. The details of 
building Trait-Correction Database 314 are described below 
and in the accompanying figures. 
0072. In accordance with process 403, the location of 
wireless terminal 201 is estimated based on location-trait 
database 401, trait-correction database 402, and a variety of 
traits that vary based on the location of wireless terminal 201. 
The details of process 403 are described below and in the 
accompanying figures. 
0073. In accordance with process 404, the estimate of the 
location of wireless terminal 201 is used in a location-based 
application, such as and without limitation, E 9-1-1 service. 
The details of process 404 are described below and in the 
accompanying figures. 
0074. In accordance with process 405, Location-Trait 
Database 313 and Trait-Correction Database 314 are main 
tained so that their contents are accurate, up-to-date and com 
plete. Process 405 is advantageous because the effectiveness 
of the illustrative embodiment is based on—and limited 
by—the accuracy, freshness, and completeness of the con 
tents of Location-Trait Database 313 and Trait-Correction 
Database 314. The details of process 405 are described below 
and in the accompanying figures. 
0075 Building Location-Trait Database 313 
0076 FIG. 5 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in accordance with process 401—building Loca 
tion-Trait Database 313. 
0077. In accordance with process 501, geographic region 
220 is partitioned into B(TN) locations, wherein B(TN) is a 
positive integer greater than one, and wherein B(TN) varies 
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as a function of calendrical time T and the environmental 
conditions N. It will be clear to those skilled in the art, after 
reading this disclosure, how to make and use alternative 
embodiments of the present invention in which the number of 
locations that geographic region 220 is partitioned into is 
static. Furthermore, it will be clear to those skilled in the art, 
after reading this disclosure, how to make and use alternative 
embodiments of the present invention in which the number of 
locations that geographic region 220 is partitioned into is not 
dependent on the calendrical time T or the environmental 
conditions N. 
0078 Some traits of the radio frequency spectrum and of 
individual signals are different at different locations in geo 
graphic region 220. Similarly, some traits of the radio fre 
quency spectrum and of individual signals transmitted by 
wireless terminal 201 change at base stations 202-1, 202-2, 
and 202-3 when wireless terminal 201 is at different loca 
tions. Furthermore, some traits (e.g., hand-off state, etc.) of 
wireless telecommunications system 200 change when wire 
less terminal 201 is at different locations. 
0079. When wireless terminal 201 is at a particular loca 
tion, the values of the traits that vary with the location of 
wireless terminal 201 represent a “fingerprint’ or “signature' 
for that location that enables location server 214 to estimate 
the location of wireless terminal 201. For example, suppose 
that under normal conditions the traits have a first set of values 
when wireless terminal 201 is at a first location, and a second 
set of values when wireless terminal 201 is at a second loca 
tion. Then when wireless terminal 201 is at an unknown 
location and the traits at that unknown location match the 
second set of values, it is more likely that wireless terminal 
201 is at the second location. 
0080. Although human fingerprints and handwritten sig 
natures are generally considered to be absolutely unique, the 
combination of traits associated with each location might not 
be absolutely unique in geographic region 220. The effective 
ness of the illustrative embodiment is enhanced, however, as 
differences in the values of the traits among the locations 
increases. It will be clear to those skilled in the art, after 
reading this disclosure, how to select locations and traits in 
order to increase the likelihood that the values of the traits 
associated with each location are distinguishable from the 
values of the traits associated with the other locations. 
I0081. Each location is described by: 
I0082 i. a unique identifier b, 
I0083) ii. its dimensionality (e.g., one-dimension, two 

dimensions, three dimensions, four-dimensions, etc.), 
I0084 iii. the coordinates (e.g., latitude, longitude, alti 

tude, etc.) that define its scope (e.g., position, area, Volume, 
etc.), which can be static or, alternatively, can vary as a 
function of calendrical time T or the environmental condi 
tions N, or both the calendrical time T and the environmen 
tal conditions N. 

I0085 iv. the expected value E(b, T, N.W. Q) for each trait, 
Q, when wireless terminal W is at location bat calendrical 
time T given environmental conditions, N. 

I0086 v. the identities of its adjacent locations, and 
I0087 vi. the staying and moving probabilities Ps(b. T. N. 
W) and PM(b, T., N, W, c). 

0088. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, the 
identifier of each location is an arbitrarily-chosen positive 
integer. It will be clear to those skilled in the art, after reading 
this disclosure, how to make and use alternative embodiments 
of the present invention in which the identifier of some or all 
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locations is not arbitrarily chosen. Furthermore, it will be 
clear to those skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, 
how to make and use alternative embodiments of the present 
invention in which the identifier of some or all locations is not 
a positive integer. 
0089. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, the 
Scope of each location is three-dimensional and is described 
by (i) one or more three-dimensional coordinates and geo 
metric identifiers that define its boundaries, (ii) a three-di 
mensional coordinate that resides at the centroid of the loca 
tion, and (iii) a description of how the scope changes as a 
function of calendrical time T and environmental conditions 
N. It will be clear to those skilled in the art, after reading this 
disclosure, how to make and use alternative embodiments of 
the present invention in which the scope of some or all of the 
locations are one-dimensional or two-dimensional. Further 
more, it will be clear to those skilled in the art, after reading 
this disclosure, how to make and use alternative embodiments 
of the present invention in which the scope of some or all of 
the locations are not a function of calendrical time Tor envi 
ronmental conditions N. 
0090. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, the 
Scope of two or more locations can overlap at Zero, one, two, 
more than two, or all points of latitude and longitude (e.g., an 
overpass and underpass, different stories in a multi-story 
building as described below, etc.). 
0091. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, the 
boundaries of each location are based, at least in part, on: 
0092 i. natural and man-made physical attributes of geo 
graphic region 220 (e.g., buildings, sidewalks, roads, tun 
nels, bridges, hills, walls, water, cliffs, rivers, etc.), 

0.093 ii. legal laws governing geographic region 220 (e.g., 
laws that pertain to the location and movement of people 
and vehicles, etc.), 

0094) iii. theoretical predictions and empirical data 
regarding the location and movement of individuals and 
groups of people and vehicles in geographic region 220, 

0095 iv. the desired accuracy of the estimates made by 
location server 214, and 

0096 v. patterns of the location and movement of people 
and vehicles within geographic region 220, 

0097. vi. the calendrical time T, and 
0.098 vii. the environmental conditions N. 
Subject to the following considerations: 
0099 First, the accuracy with which wireless terminal 201 
can be located potentially increases with Smaller location 
sizes. Notall locations need to be the same size, however, and 
areas requiring greater accuracy can be partitioned into 
Smaller sizes, whereas areas requiring less accuracy can be 
partitioned into larger sizes. 
0100 Second, as the number of locations in geographic 
region 220 increases, so does the computational burden on 
location server 214 as described below with respect to FIG. 
10. 
0101 Third, as the size of adjacent locations decreases, 
the likelihood increases that the expected values for the traits 
in those locations will be identical or very similar, which can 
hinder the ability of location server 214 to correctly determine 
when wireless terminal 201 is in one location versus the other. 
0102. With these considerations in mind, it will be clear to 
those skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to 
make and use alternative embodiments of the present inven 
tion that partition geographic region 220 into any number of 
locations of any size, shape, and arrangement. Furthermore, it 
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will be clear to those skilled in the art, after reading this 
disclosure, how to make and use embodiments of the present 
invention in which the locations are identical in size and 
shape. 
0103 FIG. 6a depicts an isometric drawing of geographic 
region 220 and FIG. 6b depicts a map of geographic region 
220. Geographic region 220 comprises water fountain 601, 
park 602, four-story building 603, two-story building 604, 
various streets, sidewalks, and other features that are parti 
tioned into 28 locations as described below and depicted in 
FIGS. 6c through 6e. Although geographic region 220 com 
prises approximately four square blocks in the illustrative 
embodiment, it will be clear to those skilled in the art how to 
make and use alternative embodiments of the present inven 
tion with geographic regions of any size, topology, and com 
plexity. 
0104. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, the 
eight road intersections are partitioned into Locations 1 
through 8, as depicted in FIG. 6c. In accordance with the 
illustrative embodiment, the street sections and their adjacent 
sidewalks up to the edge of buildings 603 and 604 are parti 
tioned into Locations 9 through 19, as depicted in FIG. 6d. In 
accordance with the illustrative embodiment, water fountain 
601 is partitioned into Location 20, park 602 is partitioned 
into Location 25, each floor of building 604 is classified as 
one of Locations 21, 22, 23, and 24, and each floor of building 
603 is classified as of one of Locations 27 and 28. It will be 
clear to those skilled in the art, however, after reading this 
disclosure, how to partition geographic region 220 into any 
number of locations of any size and shape. 
0105. In accordance with an alternative embodiment of the 
present invention, a geographic region that comprises a clo 
ver-leaf intersection of two, four-lane divided highways is 
partitioned into 51 locations. FIG. 6f depicts an isometric 
drawing of the intersection, and FIG. 6g depicts a map of the 
intersection. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, 
the grass and medians have been partitioned into 15 locations 
as depicted in FIG. 6g, the four ramps have been partitioned 
into four locations as depicted in FIG. 6h, the inner or “pass 
ing lanes have been partitioned into eight locations as 
depicted in FIG. 6i, and the outer or “travel lanes have been 
partitioned into eight locations as depicted in FIG. 6i. 
0106 FIG. 6L depicts an alternative partitioning of geo 
graphic region 220 into 64 square locations. 
0107. In accordance with process 502, the expected values 
E(b. T. N. W. Q) for the following traits is associated with each 
location: 
0.108 i. the expected pathloss of all of the signals receiv 
able by wireless terminal 201 when wireless terminal 201 
is at the location, from all transmitters (e.g., base stations 
202-1, 202-2, and 202-3, commercial television, commer 
cial radio, navigation, ground-based aviation, etc.), as a 
function of the calendrical time, T, and the environmental 
conditions, N.; and 

0109 ii. the expected pathloss of all of the signals trans 
mitted by wireless terminal 201 when wireless terminal 
201 is in the location as receivable at base stations 202-1, 
202-2, and 202-3, as a function of the calendrical time, T, 
and the environmental conditions, N.; and 

0110 iii. the expected received signal strength of all of the 
signals receivable by wireless terminal 201 when wireless 
terminal 201 is in the location, from all transmitters, as a 
function of the calendrical time, T, and the environmental 
conditions, N.; and 
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0111 iv. the expected received signal strength of all of the 
signals transmitted by wireless terminal 201 when wireless 
terminal 201 is in the location as receivable at base stations 
202-1, 202-2, and 202-3, as a function of the calendrical 
time, T, and the environmental conditions, N.; and 

0112 v. the expected received signal-to-impairment ratio 
(e.g., Eb/No, etc.) of all of the signals receivable by wire 
less terminal 201 when wireless terminal 201 is in the 
location, from all transmitters, as a function of the calen 
drical time, T, and the environmental conditions, N.; and 

0113 vi. the expected received signal-to-impairment ratio 
of all of the signals transmitted by wireless terminal 201 
when wireless terminal 201 is in the location as receivable 
at base stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3, as a function of 
the calendrical time, T, and the environmental conditions, 
N; and 

0114 vii. the expected received temporal difference of 
each pair of multipath components (e.g., one temporal 
difference for one pair of multipath components, a pair of 
temporal differences for a triplet of multipath components, 
etc.) of all of the signals receivable by wireless terminal 
201 when wireless terminal 201 is in the location, from all 
transmitters, as a function of the calendrical time, T, and the 
environmental conditions, N.; and 

0115 viii. the expected received temporal difference of 
each pair of multipath components (e.g., one temporal 
difference for one pair of multipath components, a pair of 
temporal differences for a triplet of multipath components, 
etc.) of all of the signals transmitted by wireless terminal 
201 when wireless terminal 201 is in the location as receiv 
able at base stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3, as a function 
of the calendrical time, T, and the environmental condi 
tions, N.; and 

0116 ix. the expected received delay spread (e.g., RMS 
delay spread, excess delay spread, mean excess delay 
spread, etc.) of all of the signals receivable by wireless 
terminal 201 when wireless terminal 201 is in the location, 
from all transmitters, as a function of the calendrical time, 
T, and the environmental conditions, N., and 

0117 X. the expected received delay spread (e.g., RMS 
delay spread, excess delay spread, mean excess delay 
spread, etc.) of all of the signals transmitted by wireless 
terminal 201 when wireless terminal 201 is in the location 
as receivable at base stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3, as a 
function of the calendrical time, T, and the environmental 
conditions, N.; and 

0118 xi. the expected received relative arrival times of 
two or more multipath components of all of the signals 
receivable by wireless terminal 201 when wireless terminal 
201 is in the location, from all transmitters (which can be 
determined by a rake receiver in well-known fashion), as a 
function of the calendrical time, T, and the environmental 
conditions, N.; and 

0119 xii. the expected received relative arrival times of 
two or more multipath components of all of the signals 
transmitted by wireless terminal 201 when wireless termi 
nal 201 is in the location as receivable at base stations 
202-1, 202-2, and 202-3, as a function of the calendrical 
time, T, and the environmental conditions, N.; and 

0120 xiii. the expected round-trip time of all of the signals 
transmitted and receivable by wireless terminal 201 
through base stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3, as a func 
tion of the calendrical time, T, and the environmental con 
ditions, N.; and 
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I0121 xiv. the expected round-trip time of all of the signals 
transmitted and receivable by base stations 202-1, 202-2, 
and 202-3 through wireless terminal 201, as a function of 
the calendrical time, T, and the environmental conditions, 
N; and 

0.122 xv. the identity of the base stations that provide 
telecommunications service to the location, as a function of 
the calendrical time, T, and the environmental conditions, 
N; and 

I0123 xvi. the identities of the neighboring base stations 
that provide telecommunications service to the location, as 
a function of the calendrical time, T, and the environmental 
conditions, N.; and 

0.124 xvii. the handover state (e.g., soft, softer, 1x, 2x, 
etc.) of wireless terminal 201 and wireless telecommuni 
cation system 200 when wireless terminal 201 is in the 
location as a function of the calendrical time, T, and the 
environmental conditions, N. 

0.125. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment of 
the present invention, all signals transmitted by wireless ter 
minal 201 are for communicating with base stations 202-1 
through 202-3, and all of the signals received by wireless 
terminal 201 are: 
0.126 signals transmitted by base stations 202-1 through 
202-3 for communicating with wireless terminal 201, 

I0127 television signals, 
I0128 radio signals, 
I0129 aviation signals, and 
0.130 navigation signals. 

It will be clear to those skilled in the art, after reading this 
disclosure, how to make and use alternative embodiments of 
the present invention that use different signals. 
0.131. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, the 
expected values of these traits are determined through a com 
bination of 
I0132) i. a plurality of theoretical and empirical radio-fre 
quency propagation models, and 

0.133 ii. a plurality of empirical measurements of the traits 
within geographic region 220, in well-known fashion. The 
empirical measurements of the traits are stored within loca 
tion-trait database 313 and updated as described below. 

0.134. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment of 
the present invention, each location b is described by the 
identities of its adjacent locations, (i.e., the locations that 
wireless terminal 201 can reasonably move into from location 
b within one time step At.) In accordance with the illustrative 
embodiment, two locations are considered to be “adjacent” 
when and only when they have at least two points in common. 
It will be clear to those skilled in the art, however, after 
reading this disclosure, how to make and use alternative 
embodiments of the present invention in which two locations 
are considered adjacent when they have Zero points or one 
point in common. 
0.135 Adjacency Graph 
0.136. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, a 
data structure is created that indicates which locations are 
adjacent. This data structure is called an “adjacency graph” 
and it is stored within Location-Trait Database 313 in sparse 
matrix format. FIG. 6m depicts a graphical representation of 
the adjacency graph for the 28 locations that compose geo 
graphic area 220, and FIG. 6n depicts a graphical represen 
tation of the adjacency graph for the 51 locations that com 
pose the highway intersection in FIGS. 6f through 6k. 
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0.137 As described in detail below and in the accompany 
ing figures, the adjacency graph is used in the temporal analy 
sis of wireless terminal 201’s movements. It will be clear to 
those skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to 
make the adjacency graph for any partitioning of geographic 
region 220. 
0138. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, the 
staying and moving probabilities Ps(b. T. N.W.) and PM(b. T. 
N. W., c) for all b are generated based on a model of the 
movement of wireless terminal W that considers: 
0139 i. the topology of the adjacency graph; and 
0140 ii. the calendrical time T and 
0141 iii. the environmental conditions N; and 
0142 iv. the natural and man-made physical attributes that 
affect the location and movement of wireless terminals and 
the entities that carry them (e.g., buildings, sidewalks, 
roads, tunnels, bridges, hills, walls, water, cliffs, rivers, 
etc.); and 

0143 v. the legal laws governing the location and move 
ment of wireless terminals and the entities that carry them 
(e.g., one-way streets, etc.); and 

0144. vi. the past data for the movement of all wireless 
terminals; and 

0145 vii. the past data for the movement of wireless ter 
minal W. 

It will be clear to those skilled in the art, after reading this 
disclosure, how to make and use alternative embodiments of 
the present invention that use any Subcombination of i, ii., iii. 
iV, V, vi, and Vii to generate the staying and moving probabili 
ties for each location b. 
0146 The moving probabilities PM(b. T. N.W. c) associ 
ated with a location b can be considered to be either isotropic 
or non-isotropic. For the purposes of this specification, “iso 
tropic moving probabilities” are defined as those which 
reflect a uniform likelihood of direction of movement and 
“non-isotropic moving probabilities” are defined as those 
which reflect a non-uniform likelihood of direction of move 
ment. For example, for locations arranged in a two-dimen 
sional regular hexagonal grid the values of P(b. T. N.W. c) 
of location bare isotropic if and only if they are all equal (e.g., 
P(b. T. N. W. c)=/6 for each adjacent location c). Con 
versely, the values of P(b. T. N. W., c) are non-isotropic if 
there are at least two probabilities with different values. As 
another example, for locations arranged in a two-dimensional 
“checkerboard” grid, the values of P(b. T. N. W., c) are 
isotropic if and only if: 
0147 (i) the north, south, east, and west moving probabili 
ties out of location ball equal p, 

0148 (ii) the northeast, northwest, southeast, and south 
west moving probabilities out of location ball equal pf 2. 
and 

0149 (iii) 4p(1+1/2)+P(b, T., N, W)=1. 
0150. Isotropic moving probabilities are simple to gener 
ate, but are considerably less accurate than non-isotropic 
moving probabilities that are generated in consideration of 
the above criteria. Therefore, in accordance with the illustra 
tive embodiment, the moving probabilities are non-isotropic, 
but it will be clear to those skilled in the art, after reading this 
disclosure, how to make and use alternative embodiments of 
the present invention that use isotropic moving probabilities. 
0151 Populating Trait-Correction Database 313 
0152 FIG. 7 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed as part of process 402: populating Trait-Correction 
Database 313. 
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0153. In general, the ability of location server 214 to esti 
mate the location of wireless terminal 201 is limited by the 
accuracy with which the traits are measured by wireless ter 
minal 201 and by base stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3. 
When the nature or magnitude of the measurement errors is 
unpredictably inaccurate, there is little that can be done to 
overcome them. 

0154) In contrast, when the nature and magnitude of the 
measurement errors are predictable, they can be corrected, 
and the nature and magnitude of Some measurement errors 
are, in fact, predictable. For example, one make and model of 
wireless terminal is known to erroneously measure and report 
the signal strength of signals by -2 dB. If the measurements 
from this model of wireless terminal are left uncorrected, this 
-2 dB error could cause location server 214 to erroneously 
estimate the location of the wireless terminal. In contrast, if 
location server 214 adds 2 dB to the measurements from that 
make and model of wireless terminal, the likelihood that 
location server 214 would erroneously estimate the location 
of the wireless terminal would be reduced. 

(O155 Trait-Correction Database 313 comprises the infor 
mation needed by location server 214 to be aware of systemic 
measurement errors and to correct them. A technique for 
eliminating some situational errors in the measurements is 
described below and in the accompanying figures. 
0156. In accordance with process 701, a distortion func 
tion is generated for every radio that might provide measure 
ments to location server 214 and for every trait whose mea 
surements can be erroneous. 

0157. In general, the distortion function D(A.K.O) relates 
the reported measurement R for a trait Q to the actual value A 
for that trait and the defining characteristic K of the radio 
making the measurement: 

0158. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, the 
distortion function D(A.K.O) is provided to the owner/opera 
tor of location server 214 by the radio manufacturer. It will be 
clear to those skilled in the art, however, after reading this 
disclosure, how to generate the distortion function D(A.K.O) 
for any radio without the assistance of the radio manufacturer. 
0159. An ideal radio perfectly measures and reports the 
value of the traits it receives and the distortion function D(A, 
KQ) for one trait and for an ideal radio is depicted in FIG.8a. 
As can be seen from the graph in FIG. 8a, the salient charac 
teristic of an ideal radio is that the reported value of the 
measurement, R, is exactly equal to the actual value of the 
trait A at the radio (i.e., there is no measurement or reporting 
error). 
0160. In contrast, most real-world radios do not perfectly 
measure the traits of the signals they receive. This is particu 
larly true for measurements of signal-strength where the 
errors can be large. For example, FIG. 8b depicts a graph of 
the distortion function of an illustrative real-world radio. In 
this case, the reported measurement is too high for some 
values, too low for others, and correct for only one value. 
0.161 The nature and magnitude of each of the errors in the 
reported measurements is inherent in the distortion function 
D(A.K.O), and, therefore, knowledge of the distortion func 
tion enables the measurementerrors to be compensated for. In 
other words, when location server 214 knows exactly how a 
radio distorts a measurement, it can correct—or calibrate— 
the reported measurement with a calibration function to 

(Eq. 1) 
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derive the actual value of the trait. The calibration function, 
denoted C(R.K.Q), is generated in process 1102. 
0162. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, the 
distortion function D(A.K.O) for all measurements is repre 
sented in tabular form. For example, the distortion function 
for one type of signal-strength measurement for various 
radios is shown in Table 1. It will be clear to those skilled in 
the art, after reading this disclosure, however, how to make 
and use alternative embodiments of the present invention in 
which the distortion function for some or all measurements is 
not represented in tabular form. Furthermore, it will be clear 
to those skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to 
make and use alternative embodiments of the present inven 
tion that comprise distortion functions for any type of mea 
Surement of any type of trait and for any radio. 

TABLE 1. 

The Distortion function D(A, K, Q) in Tabular Form 

R = D(A, K, Q 

K = Motorola K = Samsung 
Model AO08; Model A800; 
Q = Signal Q = Signal 

A. Strength Strength 

-110 -115 -107 
-109 -114 -106 

-48 -38 -50 
-47 -37 -49 

0163 The purpose of the characteristic, K, is to identify 
which calibration function should be used in calibrating the 
reported measurements from wireless terminal 201, and, 
therefore, the characteristic, K, should be as indicative of the 
actual distortion function for wireless terminal 201 as is eco 
nomically reasonable. 
0164. For example, the characteristic, K, can be, but is not 
limited to: 
0.165 i. the unique identity of wireless terminal 201 (e.g., 

its electronic serial number (“ESN), its international 
mobile station identifier (“IMSI), its temporary interna 
tional mobile station identifier (“TIMSI), mobile station 
identification (“MSID), its directory number (“DN”), 
etc.); or 

0166 ii. the model of wireless terminal 201 (e.g., Time 
port 210c, etc.); or 

0167 iii. the make (i.e., manufacturer) of wireless termi 
nal 201 (e.g., Motorola, Samsung, Nokia, etc.); or 

0168 iv. the identity of the radio-frequency circuitry of 
wireless terminal 201 (e.g., Motorola RF circuit design 
465B, etc.); or 

0169 v. the identity of one or more components of wire 
less terminal 201 (e.g., the part number of the antenna, the 
part number of the measuring component, etc.); or 

0170 viii. any combination of i, ii., iii., iv, V, vi, and vii. 
0171 The most accurate characteristic is the unique iden 

tity of wireless terminal 201 because that would enable loca 
tion server 214 to use the calibration function generated for 
that very wireless terminal. It is unlikely, however, that this is 
economically feasible because it would require that every 
wireless terminal be tested to determine its own unique dis 
tortion function. 
0172. On the other hand, using only the make of wireless 
terminal 201 as the characteristic, K, is economically reason 
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able, but it is unlikely that a single calibration function for all 
of a manufacturer's wireless terminals would provide very 
accurate calibrated signal-strength measurements. 
0173 As a compromise, the illustrative embodiment uses 
the combination of make and model of wireless terminal 201 
as the characteristic, K, because it is believed that the amount 
of variation between wireless terminals of the same make and 
model will be small enough that a single calibration function 
for that model should provide acceptably accurate calibrated 
measurements for every wireless terminal of that make and 
model. 
0.174. It will be clear to those skilled in the art, however, 
after reading this disclosure, how to make and use alternative 
embodiments of the present invention in which the character 
istic, K, is based on something else. 
0.175. In accordance with process 502, the calibration 
function C(R.K.Q) is generated for every radio that might 
provide measurements to location server 214 and for every 
trait whose measurements can be distorted. 
0176). In general, the calibration function C(R.K.Q) relates 
the calibrated measurement S of a trait Q. to the reported 
measurement R of trait Q and the defining characteristic K of 
the radio making the measurement: 

(0177. The calibration function C(R.K.Q) is the inverse of 
the distortion function D(A.K.O). In other words, the salient 
characteristic of the calibration function C(R.K.O) is that it 
satisfies the equation 3: 

so that the calibrated measurement, S, is what the reported 
measurement, R, would have been had the radio making and 
reporting the measurement been ideal. It will be clear to those 
skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to derive 
C(R.K.Q) from D(A.K.O). FIG. 8c depicts a graph of the 
calibration function C(R.K.O) for the distortion function 
D(A.K.O) depicted in FIG. 8b. 
0.178 In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, the 
function C(R.K.Q) is represented in tabular form, such as that 
shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

The Calibration Function C(R. C. N) in Tabular Form 

S = COR. C. N. 

C = Motorola C = Samsung 
Model AO08; Model A800; 
Q = Signal Q = Signal 

R Strength Strength 

-110 -115 -107 
-109 -114 -106 

-48 -38 -50 
-47 -37 -49 

0179. In accordance with process 402, the calibration 
functions C(R.K.Q) are stored in Trait-Corrections Database 
313. 
0180 Maintaining Location-Trait Database 313 
0181 FIG. 9 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in process 403: maintaining Location-Trait Data 
base 313 and Trait-Corrections Database 314. The ability of 
the illustrative embodiment to function is based on—and 
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limited by—the accuracy, freshness, and completeness of the 
information contained in Location-Trait Database 313 and 
Trait-Corrections Database 314. 

0182. In accordance with process 901, a drive-test regi 
men is developed that periodically makes empirical measure 
ments throughout geographic region 220 with highly-accu 
rate equipment to ensure the accuracy, freshness, and 
completeness of the information contained in Location-Trait 
Database 313 and Trait-Corrections Database 314. 

0183 In accordance with process 902, the drive-test regi 
men is implemented. 
0184. In accordance with process 903, Location-Trait 
Database 313 and Trait-Corrections Database 314 are 
updated, as necessary. 
0185 
0186 FIG. 10 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in process 403: estimating the location of wireless 
terminal 201. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, 
process 403 is initiated by a request from location client 213 
for the location of wireless terminal 201. It will be clear to 
those skilled in the art, however, after reading this disclosure, 
how to make and use alternative embodiments of the present 
invention in which process 403 is initiated periodically, spo 
radically, or in response to some other event. 
0187. In accordance with process 1001, Y probability dis 
tributions for the location of wireless terminal 201 are gen 
erated for each of instants H through H in the temporal 
interval AT, wherein Y is a positive integer, based on compar 
ing the measurements of traits associated with wireless ter 
minal 201 at each of instants H through H to expected 
values for those traits at those times. Each of the Y probability 
distributions provides a first estimate of the probability that 
wireless terminal 201 is in each location at each of instants H 
through H. The details of process 1001 are described below 
and in the accompanying figures. 
0188 In accordance with process 1002, Z probability dis 
tributions for the location of wireless terminal 201 are gen 
erated for each of instants A though A2 in the temporal 
interval AT, wherein Z is a positive integer, based on Assisted 
GPS measurements at wireless terminal 201 at each of 
instants A though A. Each of the Z probability distributions 
provides a first estimate of the probability that wireless ter 
minal 201 is in each location at each of instants A though AZ. 
The details of process 1002 are described below and in the 
accompanying figures. 
(0189 In accordance with process 1003, the Y probability 
distributions generated in process 1001 and the Z probability 
distributions generated in process 1002 are combined, taking 
into account their temporal order, to generate a second esti 
mate of the location of wireless terminal 201. The details of 
process 1003 are described below and in the accompanying 
figures. 
(0190. Generating the Probability Distributions for the 
Location of Wireless Terminal 201 Based on Pattern Match 
ing of Traits 
0191 FIG.11a depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in process 1001 generating the Y probability 
distributions for the location of wireless terminal 201 based 
on comparing the measurements of traits associated with 
wireless terminal 201 at each of instants H through H to 
expected values for those traits at those times. In accordance 
with the illustrative embodiment, location server 214 per 
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forms each of processes 1101 through 1105 as soon as the 
data necessary for performing the process becomes available 
to it. 
0.192 In accordance with process 1101, location server 
214 receives Y non-empty sets of measurements of the traits, 
M though M associated with wireless terminal 201. Each 
set of measurements is made at one of instants H through H. 
0193 In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, 
each set of measurements comprises: 
0194 i. the pathloss of all of the signals received by wire 
less terminal 201 from all transmitters (e.g., base stations 
202-1, 202-2, and 202-3, commercial television, commer 
cial radio, navigation, ground-based aviation, etc.); and 

0.195 ii. the pathloss of all of the signals transmitted by 
wireless terminal 201 as received at base stations 202-1, 
202-2, and 202-3; and 

0196) iii. the received signal strength of all of the signals 
received by wireless terminal 201 from all transmitters: 
and 

0.197 iv. the received signal strength of all of the signals 
transmitted by wireless terminal 201 as received at base 
stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3; and 

0198 v. the received signal-to-impairment ratio of all of 
the signals received by wireless terminal 201 from all 
transmitters; and 

0199 vi. the received signal-to-impairment ratio of all of 
the signals transmitted by wireless terminal 201 as received 
at base stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3; and 

(0200 vii. the received temporal difference of each pair of 
multipath components of all of the signals received by 
wireless terminal 201 from all transmitters; and 

0201 viii. the received temporal difference of each pair of 
multipath components of all of the signals transmitted by 
wireless terminal 201 as received at base stations 202-1, 
202-2, and 202-3; and 

0202 ix. the received delay spread of all of the signals 
received by wireless terminal 201 from all transmitters: 
and 

0203 X. the received delay spread of all of the signals 
transmitted by wireless terminal 201 as received at base 
stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3; and 

0204 xi. the received relative arrival times of two or more 
multipath components of all of the signals received by 
wireless terminal 201 from all transmitters; and 

0205 xii. the received relative arrival times of two or more 
multipath components of all of the signals transmitted by 
wireless terminal 201 as received at base stations 202-1, 
202-2, and 202-3; and 

0206 xiii. the round-trip time of all of the signals trans 
mitted and received by wireless terminal 201 through base 
stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3; and 

0207 xiv. the round-trip time of all of the signals trans 
mitted as received at base stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3 
through wireless terminal 201; and 

0208 XV. the identity of the base stations that provide 
telecommunications service to wireless terminal 201; and 

0209 xvi. the identities of the neighboring base stations 
that can provide telecommunications service to wireless 
terminal 201; and 

0210 xvii. the handover state (e.g., soft, softer, 1x, 2x, 
etc.) of wireless terminal 201 and wireless telecommuni 
cation system 200; and 

0211 xviii. an indication of the calendrical time, T; and 
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0212 
N 

0213. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, 
wireless terminal 201 provides its measurements directly to 
location server 214 via the user plane and in response to a 
request from location server 214 to do so. This is advanta 
geous because the quality of the estimate of the location of 
wireless terminal 201 is enhanced when there are no limita 
tions on the nature, number, or dynamic range of the mea 
Surements—as might occur when measurements are required 
to be made in accordance with the air-interface standard. It 
will be clear to those skilled in the art, however, after reading 
this disclosure, how to make and use alternative embodiments 
of the present invention in which wireless terminal 201 pro 
vides its measurements periodically, sporadically, or in 
response to some other event. Furthermore, it will be clear to 
those skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to 
make and use alternative embodiments of the present inven 
tion in which wireless terminal 201 provides its measure 
ments to location server 214 via the UMTS protocol. 
0214. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, 
base stations 202-1, 202-2, and 202-3 provide their measure 
ments to location server 214 via wireless switching center 211 
and in response to a request from location server 214 to do so. 
It will be clear to those skilled in the art, however, after 
reading this disclosure, how to make and use alternative 
embodiments of the present invention in which base stations 
202-1, 202-2, and 202-3 provide their measurements to loca 
tion server 214 periodically, sporadically, or in response to 
Some other event. 

0215. As part of process 1101, location server 214 also 
receives from wireless terminal 201: 

0216 i. the identities of the base stations that provided 
service to wireless terminal 201 at each of instants H 
through H, and 

0217 ii. the identities of the neighboring base stations that 
provided service to the location of wireless terminal 201 at 
each of instants H through H. 

This information is used by location server 214 in performing 
search area reduction, which is described in detail below. 
0218. In accordance with process 1102, location server 
214 uses the calibration functions C(R.K.Q) in the Trait 
Corrections Database 314 to correct the systemic errors in the 
measurements received in process 1001. 
0219. In accordance with process 1103, location server 
214 computes the differentials, in those cases that are appro 
priate, of the measurements to correct the situational errors in 
the measurements received in process 1001. Many factors, 
including the condition of wireless terminal 201's antenna, 
the state of its battery, and whether or not the terminal is inside 
a vehicle can introduce situational measurement errors. This 
is particularly true for measurements of pathloss and signal 
strength. 
0220. The illustrative embodiment ameliorates the effects 
of these factors by pattern matching not the measurements 
themselves—whether corrected in process 1102 or not to 
the expected values for those traits, but by pattern matching 
the pair-wise differentials of those measurements to the pair 
wise differentials of the expected values for those traits. It will 
be clear to those skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, 
how to make and use alternative embodiments of the present 
invention in which different measurements are corrected for 
situational errors by the use of pair-wise differentials. 

xix. an indication of the environmental conditions, 
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0221) A simple example involving signal strengths illus 
trates this approach. A first radio station, Radio Station A, can 
be received at -56 dBm at Location 1, -42 dBm at Location 
2, -63 dBm at Location 3, and -61 dBm at Location 4, and a 
second radio station, Radio Station B, can be received at-63 
dBm at Location 1, -56 dBm at Location 2, -65 dBm at 
Location 3, and -52 dBm at Location 4. This information is 
summarized in the table below and forms the basis for a map 
or database that correlates location to signal strength. 

TABLE 3 

Illustrative Location-Trait Database (Differential Reception 

Radio Radio 
Station A Station B Difference 

Location 1 -56 dBm -63 dBm -7 dB 
Location 2 -42 dBm -56 dBm -14 dB 
Location 3 -63 dBm -65 dBm -2 dB 
Location 4 -61 dBm -52 dBm 9 dB 

0222. If a given wireless terminal with a broken antenna 
and at an unknown location receives Radio Station A at -47 
dBm and Radio Station Bat-61 dBm, then it registers Radio 
Station A as 14 dBm stronger than Radio Station B. This 
Suggests that the wireless terminal is more likely to be at 
Location 2 than it is at Location 1, 3, or 4. If the measured 
signal strengths themselves were pattern matched into Loca 
tion-Trait Database 313, the resulting probability distribution 
for the location of wireless terminal 201 might not be as 
acCurate. 

0223) A disadvantage of this approach is that the situ 
ational bias is eliminated at the expense of (1) doubling the 
variance of the random measurement noise, and (b) reducing 
the number of data points to pattern match by one. Further 
more, the pair-wise Subtraction introduces correlation into the 
relative signal strength measurement errors (i.e., all of the 
data points to be matched are statistically correlated). It will 
be clear to those skilled in the art how to account for this 
correlation in calculating the likelihood of the measurement 
report. 
0224. In accordance with process 1104, location server 
214 performs a technique called “search area reduction' in 
preparation for process 1105. To understand what search area 
reduction is and why it is advantageous, a brief discussion of 
process 1105 is helpful. In process 1105 location server 214 
estimates the probability that wireless terminal 201 is in each 
location at each of instants H through H. This requires 
generatingY multi-dimensional probability distributions, one 
for each of instants H through H. 
0225. The process for generating each multi-dimensional 
probability distribution can be computationally intensive and 
the intensity depends on the number of locations that must be 
considered as possible locations for wireless terminal 201. 
When the number of locations that must be considered is 
Small, the process can be performed quickly enough for many 
“real-time' applications. In contrast, when the number of 
locations that must be considered is large, the process can 
often take too long. 
0226 Nominally, all of the locations in geographic region 
220 must be considered because, prior to process 1104, wire 
less terminal 201 could be in any location. In accordance with 
the illustrative embodiment, geographic region 220 com 
prises only 28 locations. In many alternative embodiments of 
the present invention, however, geographic region 220 com 
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prises thousands, millions, or billions of locations. The con 
sideration of thousands, millions, or billions of locations for 
each instant by location server 214 might take too long for 
many real-time applications. 
0227. Therefore, to expedite the performance of process 
1105, location server 214 performs some computationally 
efficient tests that quickly and Summarily eliminate many 
possible locations for wireless terminal 201 from consider 
ation, and, therefore, summarily set to Zero the probability 
that wireless terminal 201 is at those locations. This reduces 
the number of locations that must be fully considered in 
process 1105 and generally improves the speed with which 
process 1001 is performed. 
0228. In accordance with search area reduction, for each 
of instants H through H location server 214 uses six com 
putationally efficient tests in an attempt to designate one or 
more locations as improbable locations for wireless terminal 
201. A location that is designated as improbable by one or 
more of the six tests at instant H, is designated as improbable 
by process 1104 at instant H. To the extent that a location is 
designated as improbable at instant H, the computational 
burden on location server 214 of generating the probability 
distribution for that instant is reduced. 
0229. There are two types of errors that can be made by 
process 1104. The first type of error—a Type I error—occurs 
when process 1104 designates a location as improbable when, 
in fact, it is not improbable for wireless terminal 201 to be in 
that location. The second type of error—a Type II error— 
occurs when process 1104 fails to designate a location as 
improbable when, in fact, it is improbable that wireless ter 
minal 201 is in that location. 
0230. In general, a Type I error affects the accuracy with 
which the illustrative embodiment can estimate the location 
of wireless terminal 201, and a Type II error affects the speed 
with which processor 1104 can generate the probability dis 
tributions. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, 
the tests and their parameters are chosen to balance the num 
ber of Type I and Type II errors with the computational 
complexity and value of process 1104. For example, when 
there are too many Type II errors, the value of process 1104 is 
undermined by the computational burden of process 1104. It 
will be clear those skilled in the art, after reading this disclo 
Sure, how to make and use alternative embodiments of the 
present invention that have any number of Type I and Type II 
COS. 

0231 FIG.11b depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in accordance with process 1104: search area 
reduction. 

0232. In accordance with process 1111, location server 
214 designates a location as improbable when the difference 
between a measured value of a trait and the expected value of 
that trait at that location exceeds a threshold. The theory 
underlying this test is that a major discrepancy between a 
measurement of a trait and the expected value of a trait at a 
location Suggests that the measurement was not made when 
wireless terminal 201 was in that location. In accordance with 
the illustrative embodiment, location engine 214 performs 
process 1111 on each measured value of each trait for each 
signal for each of instants H through H. It will be clear to 
those skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to 
choose the traits and signals and thresholds to achieve the 
desired number of Type I and Type II errors. It will be clear to 
those skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to 
make and use alternative embodiments of the present inven 
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tion that omit process 1111 or that omit testing one or more 
traits and/or one or more signals in process 1111. 
0233. In accordance with process 1112, when the magni 
tude of two measurements of a trait at one instant exceed a 
first threshold and the magnitude of the expected values for 
that trait at a location exceed a second threshold, location 
server 214 designates that location as improbable when a 
ranking of the two measurements differs from a ranking of the 
expected values. The theory underlying this test is that a 
major discrepancy between the ranking of the measurements 
of a trait and the ranking of the expected values of that trait in 
the location suggests that the measurements were not made 
when wireless terminal 201 was in that location. In accor 
dance with the illustrative embodiment, location engine 214 
performs process 1112 on each pair of measurements of each 
trait for each of instants H through H. It will be clear to those 
skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to choose 
the traits and signals and thresholds to achieve the desired 
number of Type I and Type II errors. It will be clear to those 
skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to make 
and use alternative embodiments of the present invention that 
omit process 1112 or that omit testing one or more traits 
and/or one or more signals in process 1112. 
0234. In accordance with process 1113, location server 
214 designates a location as improbable when a measurement 
of traits of a signal is not received when it is expected if 
wireless terminal 201 were, in fact, in that location. In accor 
dance with the illustrative embodiment, location engine 214 
performs process 1113 on each trait of each expected signal 
for each of instants H through H. This test is highly prone to 
Type I errors and should be used judiciously. It will be clear to 
those skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to 
make and use alternative embodiments of the present inven 
tion that omit process 1113 or that omit testing one or more 
traits and/or one or more signals in process 1113. 
0235. In accordance with process 1114, location sever 214 
designates a location as improbable when a measurement of a 
trait of a signal is received when it is not expected if wireless 
terminal 201 were, in fact, in that location. In accordance with 
the illustrative embodiment, location engine 214 performs 
process 1114 on each trait of each signal for each of instants 
H through H. In general, this test is less prone to Type I 
errors than the test in process 1113. It will be clear to those 
skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to make 
and use alternative embodiments of the present invention that 
omit process 1114 or that omit testing one or more traits 
and/or one or more signals in process 1114. 
0236. In accordance with process 1115, location server 
214 designates a location as improbable when the location is 
not provided wireless telecommunications service by a base 
station that is known to be providing service to wireless 
terminal 201 at that instant. The theory underlying this test is 
that if a base station that provided telecommunications Ser 
vice to wireless terminal 201 at that instant does not provide 
service to the location, then it suggests that wireless terminal 
201 is not in that location at that instant. In general, this test is 
highly accurate and has a low number of both Type I and Type 
II errors. It will be clear to those skilled in the art, after reading 
this disclosure, how to make and use alternative embodiments 
of the present invention that omit process 1115. 
0237. In accordance with process 1116, location server 
214 designates a location as improbable designating a pos 
sible location as improbable when the location is not within 
the neighboring coverage area of a base station that is known 
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to be a neighboring base station of wireless terminal 201. The 
theory underlying this test is that if a location is not within the 
neighboring coverage area of a base station that is a neighbor 
of wireless terminal 201 at that instant, then it suggests that 
wireless terminal 201 is not in the location at that instant. In 
general, this test is highly accurate and has a low number of 
both Type I and Type II errors. It will be clear to those skilled 
in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to make and use 
alternative embodiments of the present invention that omit 
process 1116. 
0238 A location that that is designated as improbable at 
instant H, by one or more of processes 1111 through 1116 is 
designated as improbable by process 1104 at instant H. 
0239. In accordance with process 1105, location server 
214 generates each of the Y probability distribution for that 
wireless terminal 201 at each of instants H through H. To 
accomplish this, location server 214 performs the processes 
described below and in FIG.11c. 

0240 FIG.11c depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in accordance with process 1105: generating the Y 
probability distribution for that wireless terminal 201 at each 
of instants H through H. 
0241. In accordance with process 1121, location server 
214 sets the probability of wireless terminal 201 being at a 
location at instant H, to Zero (0) if the location was designated 
as improbable at instant H, by process 1104. 
0242. In accordance with process 1122., location server 
214 generates the Euclidean norm between the measurements 
of a trait and the expected values for that trait at all instants 
and for all locations not designated as improbable by process 
1104. To accomplish this, the Euclidean norm is generated 
between the measurements (as corrected in process 1102, if 
necessary and/or the differentials of measurements as the case 
may be) of the expected values for those traits in Location 
Trait Database 313. To accomplish this, the Euclidean norm is 
generated as described in Equation 4: 

wherein V(b.H.) is the Euclidean norm for Location b at 
instant H, based on the square root of the Sum of the square of 
the differences between each (corrected and differential, 
where appropriate) trait measurement M(b., H. N. W. Q) 
minus the expected value E(b., H. N. W. Q) for that trait, 
where ()(Q) is a weighting factor that indicates the relative 
weight to be given discrepancies in one trait versus discrep 
ancies in the other traits. 

0243 At accordance with process 1123, the un-normal 
ized probabilities of the location of wireless terminal 201 at 
each location are generated based on the Euclidean norms 
generated in process 1122 as shown in Equation 5. 

(Eq. 5) 
UP(b, H)- 52 

wherein UP(b.H.) represents the un-normalized probability 
that wireless terminal 201 is in Location bat instant H, and 
wherein of equals: 

wherein 8, is the square of the uncertainty in the error in 
Location-Trait Database and ö is the square of the uncer 
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tainty in the calibrated measurements. It will be clear to those 
skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, how to generate 
82. 
0244. At process 1124, the probabilities generated in pro 
cess 1123 are normalized as described in Equation 7. 

NP(b, H) = (Eq. 7) 

wherein NP(b.H.) represents the normalized probability that 
wireless terminal 201 is in Location b. 
0245. As part of process 1124, location server 214 gener 
ates a preliminary estimate of the location of wireless termi 
nal 201 at instant H based on the maximum likelihood func 
tion of the normalized probability distribution at instant H. 
0246 Generating the Probability Distributions for the 
Location of Wireless Terminal 201 Based on Assisted GPS 
0247 FIG. 12 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in process 1002: generating the Z probability dis 
tributions for the location of wireless terminal 201 based on 
GPS-derived information (i.e., information from GPS con 
stellation 221). 
0248. In accordance with processes 1124 and 1201, loca 
tion server 214 transmits, and assistance server 212 receives, 
the preliminary estimate of the location of wireless terminal 
201 at instant H as generated in process 1105. 
0249. In accordance with process 1202, assistance server 
212 generates assistance data for wireless terminal 201 based 
on the preliminary estimate of the location of wireless termi 
nal 201 at instant H. In accordance with the illustrative 
embodiment, assistance server 212 generates “fully-custom’ 
assistance databased on the estimate of the location of wire 
less terminal 201 at instant H. The assistance data is “fully 
custom’ because it is specifically tailored to the estimated 
location of wireless terminal 201 at instant H. It will be clear 
to those skilled in the art how to generate fully-custom assis 
tance data for wireless terminal 201 based on the estimated 
location of wireless terminal 201 at instant H. As part of 
process 1202, assistance server 212 transmits the assistance 
data to wireless terminal 201 via wireless switching center 
212 in well-known fashion. 
(0250. In accordance with some alternative embodiments 
of process 1202, assistance server 212 pre-computes assis 
tance data for a plurality of diverse locations within geo 
graphic region 220 and selects that pre-computed assistance 
data for wireless terminal 201 based on the estimated location 
of wireless terminal 201 at instant H. Because the assistance 
data selected for wireless terminal 201 is not specifically 
tailored to the estimated location of wireless terminal 201 at 
instant H, nor generic to all of geographic region 220 or to 
the cell or sector of the base station serving wireless terminal 
201, it is deemed 'semi-custom' assistance data. In general, 
semi-custom assistance data is less accurate than fully-cus 
tom assistance data, but more accurate, on average, than 
generic assistance data, which is chosen based on cell ID 
alone and that is based on one location within geographic 
region 220. It will be clear to those skilled in the art, after 
reading this disclosure, how to generate the fully-custom and 
semi-custom assistance data for wireless terminal 201. 
0251. In accordance with process 1203, wireless terminal 
201 (a) receives the assistance data from assistance server 
212, in well-known fashion, (b) uses it to facilitate the acqui 
sition and processing of one or more GPS satellite signals in 
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well-known fashion, and (c) transmits Z non-empty sets of 
GPS-derived information to location server 214 for readings 
at instants G through G2 where Z is a positive integer. In 
accordance with the illustrative embodiment of the present 
invention, each set of GPS-derived information comprises: 
0252 i. a GPS-derived estimate of the location of wireless 
terminal 201 (e.g., a latitude, longitude, and altitude coor 
dinate, etc.), or 

0253) ii. ranging data (e.g., PRN code phase, etc.) from 
one or more GPS satellites, or 

0254 iii. partially-processed ranging signals (e.g., signals 
from which the ranging data has not yet been extracted, 
etc.) from one or more GPS satellites, or 

0255 iv. any combination of i, ii, and iii. 
0256 In accordance with process 1204, location server 
214 receives Z. non-empty sets of GPS-derived information to 
location server 214 for readings at instants G through G2and 
generates a probability distribution that indicates the likeli 
hood that wireless terminal 201 is in each location at each of 
instants G through G. It will be clear to those skilled in the 
art how to perform process 1204. 
0257 FIG. 13 depicts a flowchart of the salient processes 
performed in process 1003—combining the Y non-GPS 
based probability distributions with the Z GPS-based prob 
ability distributions to derive F refined multi-dimensional 
probability distributions for the location of wireless terminal 
201 at each of instants J through Ji, where each J, corre 
sponds to one of: 
0258 i. a particular instant H, where 1 sys Y, or 
0259 ii. a particular instant G, where 1szsZ, or 
0260 iii. a concurrence of both a particular instant H, and 
a particular instant G2, where 1sysY and 1sZsZ. 

In other words, each "composite' instant J, corresponds to 
either an instant associated with a non-GPS-based probability 
distribution, or an instant associated with a GPS-based prob 
ability distribution, or an instant associated with both a non 
GPS probability distribution and a GPS-based probability 
distribution. 
0261. In accordance with process 1003, the Y non-GPS 
based probability distributions with the Z GPS-based prob 
ability distributions are intelligently combined, taking into 
consideration their relative temporal occurrence to derive a 
refined multi-dimensional probability distribution for the 
location of wireless terminal 201 at instants J through J. 
0262 To generate the refined probability distribution for 
the location of wireless terminal 201 at instant J, the prob 
ability distributions that occur before instant J, are tempo 
rally-extrapolated progressively to instant J, the probability 
distributions that occur after instant J, are temporally-ex 
trapolated regressively to instant J, and they all are combined 
with the un-temporally-extrapolated probability distribution 
for the location of wireless terminal 201 at instant J. In this 
way, the accuracy of all of the refined probability distributions 
for each instant J, are enhanced by the empirical data at other 
instants. 
0263 FIG. 14 depicts a first example of determining each 
of instants J through.J. based on non-GPS-based instants H 
through H, where Y=4, and GPS-based instants G through 
G, where Z=6. As can be seen in FIG. 14, the number of 
composite instants F is at most Y plus Z, and is at least the 
maximum of Y and Z the former occurring when there are 
no coincident GPS/non-GPS probability distributions, and 
the latter when there are as many as possible coincident 
GPS/non-GPS probability distributions. 
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0264 FIG. 15 depicts a second example of determining 
each of instants J through J based on non-GPS-based 
instants and GPS-based instants. This second example illus 
trates that even when the non-GPS-based instants are uni 
formly spaced in time and the GPS-based instants are uni 
formly spaced in time, the composite instants are not 
necessarily uniformly spaced in time. 
0265. In accordance with the present invention, the time 
step At is defined as the minimum time interval between any 
two instants. The time step is atomic in that the time differ 
ence between any two instants is an integral multiple of time 
steps. (Note that two consecutive instants—whether they are 
non-GPS-based instants, GPS-based instants, or composite 
instants—might be more than a single time step apart.) The 
time step of the present invention is therefore similar to the 
time step employed in clock-driven discrete event simula 
tions. 
0266. As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, 
selecting an appropriate value for the time step At typically 
will depend on the particular application, and involves a 
tradeoff between (1) temporal precision and (2) available 
memory and processing power. As will be further appreciated 
by those skilled in the art, after reading this disclosure, the 
selected time step can affect the definition of locations, the 
moving and staying probabilities, and consequently the 
graphs that are derived from them (e.g., the adjacency graph, 
etc.). 
0267 In accordance with process 1301, location server 
214 determines instants J through J, as described above. 
0268. In accordance with process 1302, location server 
214 constructs unrefined probability distributions V through 
V for instants J through J. as follows: 
(0269) i. if J, corresponds to a particular H, only, then V, 

equals the non-GPS probability distribution at instant H, 
0270 ii. if J, corresponds to a particular G only, then V, 
equals the GPS probability distribution at instant G, and 

(0271) iii. otherwise (C, corresponds to both a particular H, 
and a particular G), V, equals a probability distribution 
that equals the normalized product of the non-GPS and 
GPS probability distributions at instant J. 

0272. In accordance with process 1303, location server 
214 determines for each instant J, temporally-extrapolated 
probability distributions D, for all jai, 1sjsF, which are 
based on (i) the unrefined probability distribution V, at instant 
J. (ii) Ps,(b, T, N.W), and (iii) P(b, TN, W, c). The extrapo 
lated probability distribution D, is therefore a predictive 
probability distribution at instant J, that is based on empirical 
data at instant J, but not on any empirical data at other 
instants, including J. 
0273 i. the past data for the movement of all wireless 
terminals; and 

0274 ii. the past data for the movement of wireless termi 
nal W.; and 

0275 iii. the location, speed, and acceleration of wireless 
terminal Wat calendrical time T, and 

0276 iv. the state of traffic signals that can affect the 
movement of wireless terminals in location b. 

0277. A temporally-extrapolated probability distribution 
can be progressed (i.e., projected into the future based on a 
past probability distribution). For example, if instant J is one 
time step after instant J, then extrapolated probability distri 
bution D, is derived by a single application of Ps(b. T. N. W) 
and P(b. T. N.W. c) to unrefined probability distribution V. 
In other words, for any location b: 
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D32(b) = (Eq. 8) 

Vb. PS (b. J. N. W) + X. Vc. P. (c. 12, N. W., b) 
(c,b)ein(b) 

where in(b) is the set of arcs into location b from other 
locations in the adjacency graph. Similarly, a temporally 
extrapolated probability distribution can be regressed (i.e., 
projected into the past based on a future unrefined probability 
distribution) based on the equation: 

Vb (Eq. 9) 

D2.3 b. P., (b, J., N, W) + X. D3 (c. P. (c. 12, N, W, b) 
(c,b)ein(b) 

by setting up a system of equations (9) for a plurality of 
locations bb2, ...,b, and solving for {Dsb). Dsb). 
..., Dsb) via matrix algebra. 
0278. As will be well-understood by those skilled in the 

art, after reading this disclosure, when consecutive instants 
are two or more time steps apart, then Equation 8 can be 
applied iteratively in well-known fashion. (Because the time 
step is atomic the number of iterations is always integral.) As 
will be further appreciated by those skilled in the art, after 
reading this disclosure, the extrapolated probability distribu 
tions for non-consecutive time instants (e.g., D4, Ds, etc.) 
can be efficiently computed in a bottom-up fashion from the 
extrapolated probability distributions for consecutive time 
instants via dynamic programming. 
0279. In accordance with process 1304, location server 
214 computes each refined probability distribution L, corre 
sponding to each instant J, 1 sisF, as a weighted average of: 
0280 i. the corresponding unrefined probability distribu 
tion V, and 

0281 ii. all available temporally-extrapolated probability 
distributions Djzi: 

V; + X. alji D; (Eq. 10) 
iti 

1 + X alii 
iti 

Li = 

wherein C. is a constant, 0<C.<1, that acts as an “aging factor” 
that weights less temporally-extrapolated probability distri 
butions more heavily that more temporally-extrapolated 
probability distributions because of the more temporally 
extrapolated probabilities distributions are less likely to be 
correct than the less temporally-extrapolated probability dis 
tributions. For example, when i=4 and F5, Equation 10 in 
expanded form yields: 

V, + a D43 + a D4s + a D42 + a D4. (Eq. 11) 

(0282) Defining D, V, Equation 10 can be expressed in a 
simpler form that is particularly convenient for computer 
processing: 
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F (Eq. 12) 
X. alji Dii) 
i=l 

L = 
X ali-il 
i=l 

0283. In accordance with process 1305, location server 
214 generates an estimate of the location of wireless terminal 
201 at one or more instants J, based on the maximum likeli 
hood function of L. (As will be appreciated by those skilled 
in the art, after reading this disclosure, in Some other embodi 
ments of the present invention an estimate might be generated 
from probability distribution L. using another function or 
method.) 
0284. In accordance with process 1306, location server 
214 provides the estimate(s) of the location of wireless ter 
minal 201 generated in process 1305 to location client 213, in 
well-known fashion. 
0285) Using A Priori Geographical Location Density 
Information 
0286 Location accuracy can potentially be improved fur 
ther by using a priori geographical location density informa 
tion. In particular, in accordance with the illustrative embodi 
ment, a probability distribution function (PDF) 
corresponding to the geographical location density informa 
tion is generated and is incorporated into the location estimate 
techniques disclosed above. As will be appreciated by those 
skilled in the art, in some embodiments of the present inven 
tion, the PDF generated from geographical location density 
information might be used in conjunction with one or more 
other PDFs for estimating location, while in some other 
embodiments of the present invention, the PDF generated 
from geographical location density information might be the 
only PDF used for estimating location. 
0287. As will further be appreciated by those skilled in the 

art, in Some embodiments of the present invention, the geo 
graphical location density information might be employed in 
Some other manner (e.g., eliminating certain candidate loca 
tions from consideration, forcing estimates to a particular set 
of locations, etc.) in addition to, or instead of the probability 
distribution function technique of the illustrative embodi 
ment. As will yet further be appreciated by those skilled in the 
art, in some other embodiments of the present invention, the 
geographical location density information might be 
employed in conjunction with a different location technology 
than that of the illustrative embodiment (e.g., GPS, Extended 
Cell Identification ECID, etc.). 
0288. In accordance with the illustrative embodiment, 
geographical location density information is derived from 
historical wireless location data, which might include loca 
tions corresponding to one or more of the following: prior 
E911 emergency calls, prior Location Based Services (LBS) 
sessions, prior conventional Voice calls, prior packet data 
sessions, prior vehicle routes, and so forth. As will be appre 
ciated by those skilled in the art, in some embodiments of the 
present invention the historical location data might be 
obtained from consumer wireless devices, while in some 
other embodiments the historical location data might be 
obtained from Some other source (e.g., an automatic vehicle 
location system, etc.), or from a combination of Sources. 
Further, in some embodiments of the present invention the 
historical location data might be periodic in nature (e.g., 
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locations of a fleet of delivery vehicles reported at regular 
time intervals by a monitoring system, etc.), while in some 
other embodiments the historical location data might be ape 
riodic (e.g., locations reported when a telephone call is 
placed, etc.), or might be a combination of periodic and 
aperiodic reported locations. Yet further, in some embodi 
ments of the present invention the historical location data 
might be used in combination with other data, Such as Geo 
graphical Information System (GIS) data pertaining to roads 
and terrain, census data pertaining to population demograph 
ics, and so forth. 
0289. As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, in 
some embodiments of the present invention the historical 
location data might be obtained using the same location tech 
nique as the illustrative embodiment, while in some other 
embodiments the historical location data might be obtained 
via a different technology (e.g., a handset-based technology 
such as GPS, a network-based technology such as ECID, a 
hybrid technology that employs a combination of two or more 
technologies, etc.). 
0290 For example, in sparse-cell density areas such as 
rural environments where network-based location technolo 
gies are typically inferior to handset-based technologies Such 
as GPS, historical location data obtained via handset-based 
technologies could be used to improve the accuracy of net 
work-based location systems. Alternatively, in high-cell den 
sity urban and urban indoor areas where network-based tech 
nologies often perform better than handset-based 
technologies due to satellite signal obstructions, historical 
location data obtained via network-based location technolo 
gies could be used to improve the accuracy of handset-based 
technologies. 
0291. As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, in 
some embodiments of the present invention the historical 
location data might be collected by one or more elements of 
wireless telecommunications system 200, while in some 
other embodiments the historical location data might be 
obtained from some other source (e.g., Call Detail Records 
CDRs), Call Detail Logs (CDLS), etc.). Further, in some 
embodiments of the present invention, the historical location 
data might be obtained from wireless terminals that operate 
within wireless telecommunications system 200, while in 
Some other embodiments the historical location data might be 
obtained from wireless terminals that operate on some other 
wireless network. Yet further, in some embodiments of the 
present invention, the historical location data might be 
obtained from wireless terminals that employ the same com 
munications protocolas that of the terminal whose location is 
to be estimated, while in some other embodiments the com 
munications protocols might be different. 
0292. As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, in 
some embodiments of the present invention, the historical 
location data might be used for the same application or data 
type as that of the future location estimates (e.g., using his 
torical E911 call location data for estimating the location of 
future E911 calls, etc.), while in some embodiments some or 
all of the historical location data might be used for a different 
application or data type (e.g., using both historical non-E911 
call location data and historical E911 call location data for 
future location estimates of E911 calls, etc.). Moreover, in 
some embodiments of the present invention, the historical 
location data might have the same degree of accuracy as the 
location technique employed for estimating future locations, 
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while in some other embodiments the historical location data 
might have a different degree of accuracy. 
0293. In some embodiments of the present invention, his 
torical location data might be further categorized based on 
criteria Such as calendrical time, LBS application type, envi 
ronment (e.g. urban, Suburban, rural, indoor, outdoor, etc.), 
morphology (e.g. forest, open, water, etc.), and so forth, and 
in such embodiments it might be desirable to use only the 
pertinent portion of the historical location data for estimating 
location. Further, in some embodiments of the present inven 
tion, historical location data might be clustered to account for 
special or unusual events, such as sporting events, public 
gatherings, traffic jams, road accidents, emergency events, 
etc. 

0294 Still further, in some embodiments of the present 
invention, the historical location data might contain wireless 
Subscriber or device identity information (e.g. International 
Mobile Subscriber Identity IMSI, Mobile Subscriber Direc 
tory Number MSDN, telephone numbers, user names, etc.)— 
in which case the historical location data might be further 
categorized based on this information. For example, when 
estimating the location of an Apple iphone, the geographical 
location density information might include historical location 
data for Apple iphones only. As another example, when esti 
mating the location of a wireless terminal of a subscriber who 
belongs to a particular category (e.g., the category of Sub 
scribers who have an unlimited usage billing plan, etc.), the 
geographical location density information might include his 
torical location data for members of that category only. Alter 
natively, in Some other embodiments of the present invention, 
subscriber and/or device information might be omitted from 
the historical location data for reasons of privacy and security. 
0295. It is to be understood that the above-described 
embodiments are merely illustrative of the present invention 
and that many variations of the above-described embodi 
ments can be devised by those skilled in the art without 
departing from the scope of the invention. It is therefore 
intended that such variations be included within the scope of 
the following claims and their equivalents. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method comprising estimating the location of a first 

wireless terminal at time t based on a location of a second 
wireless terminal at a time prior to time t. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the location of the first 
wireless terminal is estimated by a first technique, and 
wherein the location of the second wireless terminal is esti 
mated by a second technique. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the location of the first 
wireless terminal is estimated by a first entity, and wherein the 
location of the second wireless terminal is estimated by a 
second entity. 

4. The method of claim3 wherein the location of the second 
wireless terminal is estimated by the second wireless termi 
nal, and wherein the location of the first wireless terminal is 
estimated by an entity other than the first wireless terminal. 

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the location of the second 
wireless terminal is estimated based on a reading of a Global 
Positioning System receiver incorporated into the second 
wireless terminal, and wherein the estimation of the location 
of the first wireless terminal is estimated via a non-GPS 
technique. 

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the location of the first 
wireless terminal is estimated by the first wireless terminal, 
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and wherein the location of the second wireless terminal is 
estimated by an entity other than the second wireless termi 
nal. 

7. The method of claim 1 wherein the first wireless terminal 
and the second wireless terminal operate on different net 
works. 

8. The method of claim 1 wherein the first wireless terminal 
and the second wireless terminal employ different communi 
cation protocols. 

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the first wireless terminal 
is engaged in an E911 call at time t, and wherein the location 
of the second wireless terminal corresponds to a time at which 
the second wireless terminal was engaged in an E911 call. 

10. A method comprising: 
generating a first probability distribution for the location of 

a wireless terminal W at timet based on a non-empty set 
S, wherein each member of set S specifies the location of 
a wireless terminal at a time prior to time t, and wherein 
at least one member of set S corresponds to the location 
of a wireless terminal X that is different than wireless 
terminal W.; and 

estimating the location of wireless terminal W based, at 
least in part, on the first probability distribution. 

11. The method of claim 10 wherein at least one of the 
members of set S specifies the time prior to time t. 

12. The method of claim 10 further comprising obtaining 
set S from a superset of set S. 
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13. The method of claim 10 wherein set S is obtained from 
the Superset based, at least in part, on time t. 

14. The method of claim 10 wherein the estimation of the 
location of wireless terminal W is also based on a second 
probability distribution that is independent of the first prob 
ability distribution. 

15. The method of claim 10 wherein a location of wireless 
terminal X in set S is estimated via a different technique than 
the location of wireless terminal W. 

16. The method of claim 10 wherein a location of wireless 
terminal X in set S is estimated via a different entity than the 
location of wireless terminal W. 

17. The method of claim 16 wherein a location of wireless 
terminal X in set S is estimated based on a reading of a Global 
Positioning System receiver incorporated into wireless termi 
nal X, and wherein the estimation of the location of wireless 
terminal W is not based on a reading of a Global Positioning 
System receiver. 

18. The method of claim 10 wherein wireless terminal W 
and wireless terminal X operate on different networks. 

19. The method of claim 10 wherein wireless terminal W 
and wireless terminal X employ different communication 
protocols. 

20. The method of claim 10 wherein at least one member of 
set S corresponds to the location of a wireless terminal Y that 
is different than wireless terminal W and is different than 
wireless terminal X. 


